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Story

① Humans change the extent of global forest cover immensely.

② For the future we hope for substantial carbon sinks.

③ But biogeophysical effects have been shown to matter, too. 
Why do models and observations disagree?

④ Take-away message: 
Large mitigation potential is possible (but not very likely), 
adaptation potential is huge

Note our perspective: global Earth system modeling!
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Energy and heat fluxes due to land use change
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Story

① Humans change the extent of global forest cover immensely.

② For the future we hope for substantial carbon sinks.

③ But biogeophysical effects have been shown to matter, too. 
Why do models and observations disagree?

④ Take-away message: 
Large mitigation potential is possible (but not very likely), 
adaptation potential is huge

Note our perspective: global Earth system modeling!
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BECCS (BioEnergy with 
Carbon Capture and 
Storage) 

à ~2050 negative emissions

Additionally: CO2 removal from atmosphere 
by land use change, e.g. re/afforestation

“net emissions” For 1.5° target: Net emissions have to 
become negative by middle of century

à as much as possible: mitigation 
(= reduction of emissions)

CO2 emissions (PgC/year)

land use

fossil fuels

Scenarios compatible with 1.5˚C target

stop deforestation
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[mentioned re previous slide: 

Bastin et al study overestimated realistic potential of CO2 uptake 
because they allow all pasture/grazing land to be reforested; see Letter 
by Delzeit et al in Science. Also carbon stocks of pre-existing vegetation 
was ignored, see technical comments in Science.

But CO2 uptake potentials of ~200 PgC are not out of the world –
other studies find such potential with socioeconomically plausible 
scenario and process-based simulation of carbon stocks à Sonntag et 
al next slide.]
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[mentioned re previous slide: 

Fire, wind and the evolution of climatic extremes is in principle 
captured by these models – but there are model deficiencies. Also 
parts of the physiological plant response is not included in all such 
models (e.g. most don’t have hydraulic failure).

Progress is being made – see Hao-wei’s study the day before on how 
to improve drought response in the Amazon.]
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Story

① Humans change the extent of global forest cover immensely.

② For the future we hope for substantial carbon sinks.

③ But biogeophysical effects have been shown to matter, too. 
Why do models and observations disagree?

④ Take-away message: 
Large mitigation potentials is possible (but not very likely), 
adaptation potential is huge

Note our perspective: global Earth system modeling!
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[discussed on previous slide:
The conundrum that models show much more cooling than observations is 
resolved: 
Observations by way they are set up exclude non-local effects (e.g. by 
subtracting forest from neighboring grassland flux tower the non-local effects 
(because they are the same if they are neighboring sites) cancel out).
Models capture both local and non-local effects (as reality does) (but are even 
better than reality because they can be used to isolate each J). Including the 
non-local effects explains the much larger cooling in temperate and boreal 
regions in models.

Re audience question on model evaluation: models are evaluated against the 
local effects (see observational datasets 4 slides earlier – our model results 
match well (but note the big spread in obs data…), and against the total (local 
+ non-local) effect from Earth observation (overlaid by general climate 
change; e.g. done regularly within CMIP (“IPCC simulations”).]
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Story

① Humans change the extent of global forest cover immensely.

② For the future we hope for substantial carbon sinks.

③ But biogeophysical effects have been shown to matter, too. 
Why do models and observations disagree?

④ Take-away message: 
Large mitigation potentials is possible (but not very likely), 
adaptation potential is huge

Note our perspective: global Earth system modeling!


